
Steve, 
 
Thanks for taking the time to email.   
 
First, I can absolutely assure you that the commission has not "sold [you] 
down the river."  The commission hasn't made any final decision on Black 
Hills Power's request.  How have we sold you down the river? 
 
Second, you won't be charged for costs associated with facilities that 
aren't serving you and other Black Hills Power customers.  South Dakota 
won't have to "pay for the whole ballpark."  If portions of the plant have 
been sold to another company, that portion won't be included in your 
rates. 
 
Third, these rate cases are tremendously complex and take an incredible 
amount of time.  I am unaware of any state in the country where the law 
indicates rate cases must be completed within six months. There are 
thousands and thousands of pages of evidence to review, hundreds of 
questions that need to be asked of Black Hills Power, and millions of 
dollars to be accounted for. That type of due diligence should not be 
rushed. We are going to subject Black Hills Power to all of the scrutiny 
their sizable request warrants (and that's a lot of scrutiny). We have six 
regulatory experts and two outside regulatory consulting forms working on 
this case, and they need to have enough time to prepare their case. Just 
think about how long most court cases and legal processes take. That's 
what this is -- an administrative law proceeding. There will be discovery, 
witnesses testifying under oath, cross-examination by attorneys, and 
evidence introduced into the record. All of that takes time. I suspect 
that the party most irritated by the Commission's methodical and through 
review is Black Hills Power. That is too bad, but I am not going rush this 
process. The ratepayers deserve sufficient scrutiny of this filing. 
 
Steve, I can promise you that everyone at the commission involved with 
this proceeding wants your electric rates to be as low as they reasonably 
can be to provide safe and reliable energy.  None of us got into utility 
regulation to hurt our friends, family, and fellow South Dakotans.  We are 
working hard and I believe the final outcome of this proceeding will 
absolutely serve the public interest. 
 
Thanks, 
Dusty 
 
Dustin "Dusty" Johnson 
Public Utilities Commission 
605-773-3201 
 
 



-----Original Message----- 
From: STEVE & RITA  
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 11:01 PM 
To: Johnson, Dustin (PUC) 
Subject: RE: Black Hills Power rate increase! 
 
 
Mr: Johnson, why is it that BHP get a 20% plus increase and than an   
article comes out that  Wyo is buying 23% ownership in to the plant   
and also MDU CO is buying 25% for same plant.  Why do the people in SD   
have to pay for the whole ballpark when you have two other owners just   
come out.  I think you guys sold us down the river.  Most of this   
power will be sold down stream to bigger markets for more money and we   
here in SD pay the bill.   
Please reply.  
Thanks Steve Hyk.   
 
PS: Why   
does it take 6 months for a decision on a rate case.  What State Law   
covers this robbery to happen to people of SD.  PSS:  I am retired and   
on FFIXED INCOME, since my money went to bailout  the Big Banks and   
WallStreet.  
   
 
 


